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WiUBSUgef tougher?
Committee Looks to raise admission and retention standards at BSU
by Greg White
The University Ne.ws
A state-wide committee on admission and
retention standards has submitted proposals
to the Faculty Senate that would change
. BSU's policies, according to Faculty Senate
Chairman, Jim Hadden.
According to Hadden, the committee had
several recommendations on retention policy.
They include: more stringent policies of
dismissal and readmission, the adoption of
a uniform grade retention policy for the state
and the evaluation of academic advisers by
students.
According to Hadden, the Faculty Senate
was in general agreement with the intent of
the proposals, but they thought that certain
amendments were necessary.
The senate had two general concerns
about the proposals relating to admission
standards: one, that they might not be
rigorous enough, and two, that there might
be some discrimination against minority and
female students, Hadden said.
Hadden said that the admission standards
program is upgrading high school re-
quirements with the first phase going into ef-
fect in 1988. The second phase, which would
notgo into effect until 1990, would be geared
to.prepare students for colIege. Most 0'£ the
emphasis is on math and science, Hadden
added. _
According to Hadden, these prcposals
would allow those students .who failed. to
, · ..·meet the neW'admission'stliii'dards (0 be' ad-
, mitted as provisional students and, after 14
credit hours of' general education re-
quirernents, the student would receive nor-
mal status ..
"The attempt is not to make it harder to
get into colIege, the attempt is to make
students better prepared for college'' Hadden
said.
"In some ways, calling a student a 'provi-
sional student' attaches kind of a stigma, but
at the same time, it suggests to the student
that, provided you do the work, there is no
Faculty Senate Chairman Jim Hadden said new policies for getting students in and out of
BSU have been submitted. Photo by Karl. Enochs
probl~m!' I-i~dciertsaid. He added thaTiie .. c'~houJdbea uniform grade r~tentionpolicy
thought this policy was directed towards older' for the state, they did not believe that BSU's
students who enter colIege after they have grade retention policy should come down to
been out of school for a while. match other schools in Idaho, Hadden said.
The senate, after reviewing these proposals, The senate thought that a two-year layoff
was concerned that, in the future, a ceiling . after a second dismissal was too long and that
might be placed on the number or percen- students should be permitted more than two
tage of provisional students that could be ad- dismissals before final dismissal.
mitted. Such a ceiling could discriminate Hadden said. however, that the senate's
against women and minority students. Had- greatest concern was with the student evalua-
den said that the senate wanted Iiguarantee tion of academic advisers. the senate felt that
thatno such ceiling would ever be considered. . such a program would be impractical to im-
While the senate did agree that thereplement and difficult to verify.
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Paper gets $,7,000
by Steve F. LYon
The University News
ph ototypes ~ t t i ng
machine, according to
Jim Spangler, 'business
manager for the paper.
The typesetting machine,
with the accessories
necessary for its opera-
tion.icost $18,500. "This
left us with an operating
budget of $6,500:'
Spangler said.
"Th publish adequate-
ly, we need close to
$20,000:' Mead said.
"The only reason we
. negotiated for $12,000 is
that the ASBSU doesn't
have anymore money.
And, at this point, it is
questionable as to
whether or not they have
that much:' Mead said.
"What we were told go-
ing into .our ..contract
negotiations last spring, is
that the ABSU wanted to
. use the money for fun-
. draising projects, which
ended up .. being the
Thompson1\vins concert. We were told that
the .concert would-be. fil.lluiciallysucces,~ful
and that our second semester's operating
bu~getwOuld com,eout oftheproiits:' Mead
The University News
received an uncontracted
allocation of $7,000 dur-
ing the regular. senate.
meeting Wednesday, to
be used for operating ex-
penses for the first issues
ofthe spring semester.
The allocation was
made after the senate was
given a financial report
stating that the ASBSU
general fund contains less
.than the amount original-
ly agreed upon in con-
-tract negotiations.
ASBSU is suffering
other budget problems
aside from the' paper's
funding; according to
Senate Pro Tern Tom·
Nielson, who Sl!!4. ... _ ..... _...;. ......
that the original budget.' BSU's student newspaper was forced to renegotiate its spring contradwithASBSU
the university gave the Wednes!day. Photo-by Zane E. Darner ....~... ...
ASBSU was estimated at
$8,500 more than the .. .
ASBSU .actually received. This,. he. said,
coupled with' $16,000 lost on. the. ASBSU·
sponsored Thompsori 1\vinsconcert, has left
the ASBSUWithonly $9,000 injhe account.
. '.'That's a lot of money to all of a sudden '.
realize. you don't havC:' Nielson said:
AsBSU Sen•.,KarI Yogt disagm:s with
Neilson's~gure em the concert loss. He said
the financial statement.shows that $8,000 Was
lost on the cOIiceit,adding "youcan't pin-.
point one thing and say that's where the.
money went"
TheASJ3SU allocated $25,000 for the fall
semester with the stipulation that $16,000
would be used. for capital outlay' for a new
'.- ' .. ' -,,'.. ".,:
C()htinue~,·O~page 14
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Unique Imports from Ireland
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For your Plasma donation
Help save lives-be a plasma donor. It only tokes
i1/2 hours.We pay $7.00 on your first donation and
$9.00 on you; second in the some calenda!_'we~ _
------ WITH THISCOUPON
American Plasma Donor Center
New donors will receive an additional $5.00 on their first donation. only.
1021 Droadway eve., ~Qise. Idaho 83706
Tues·8:00 am·5:00 pm Wed. & Fri·9:00am·5:00 pm
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Buy a small policy now
and be GUARANTEED
greater coverage later,
as you need it.
-Call me for
more information-
Richard Keavy
Standard, Insurance
Company
Box 45022
Boise, ID 83711
Daytime
~4~·466~
Evenings & Weekends'
~22~~~8~.
CAPITAL EDUCATORS
Federal Credit Union
7450 Thunderbolt Drive
Corner of Cole (,
Franklin Road
(208)'377 -4600
• provides·
Student Loons
Share Draft Accounts
(checking·no
sevice charge)
Personal Loans
Share (savings) Accounts
and more services
Time
CAPITAL EDUCATORS
invites...you to
become a member
Talk with our representatives
in the Student Union
Building an Wednesdays
From 10:00 A. M. to
~ 2:00P.M.
!J~
Course T1tles Course I Cred1ts
2
2 10:40 -11:30 TTH
7:00-9:45 PM Tue
Pr1son Epistles 4112 , 2:40 - 3:30
Book or Acts of Apostles 21t2
JoshUa through Nehemiah 4313 3
Registration January 15and 16
At the Biblical Studies Center
1025 Belmont Street 342-2182
or look for our table in the SUBduring
veteran Benefits Approved
Tuition $25 per class
Instructor; PhilMcmillion, Ph.D.
Graduate
to
your
credit
union
PACK-IT-UP!
WHETHER YOU'RE PACKING IT ACROSS CAMPUS •••OR
ACROSS A WINTRy WILDERNESS, WE HAVE YOUR
BACKPACK AT A PRICE THAT WON'T LOAD YOU DOWNI
'JIf9GB
"CAMPUS PACK"
Nylon top loading pack features
dual zippers, large exterior
pocket.
Our reg, $15.95
1288
DELUXE
CONVERSION
TRAVEL PACK
Converts easily from a distinctive
piece of luggage into a fully
functional internal frame pack with
full suspension. Choose from the
"China Clipper" with 4050 cubic inch
capacity or the "Yankee Clipper"
with 4570 cubic inch capacity.
-
[]([g!b'lnf
"HAWK" DELUXE SCHOOLPACK
Top-loading daypack features dual
zippers. large exterior pocket 1488and pencil pocket, Padded ."IIlIII_II!!I -' shoulder straps. Waist belt.
Our reg. $18,95
W~rucl
RAGG WOOL SWEATERS FOR
GUYS I,GALS
85% wool, 15% nylon sweaters give you the warmth wilhout the scratch!
Choose grey heather or blue heather for men and ladies.
Blueberry in mens sizes, rose heather in ladies sizes.
Our reg. $170.00
11995
CAMPUS NEWS
ON CAMPUS Elections chairman resigns
arking-changer-
There have been changes in BSU's park-
ing enforcement since last year, and another"
change has been presented to President Keiser
now, according to Bob Siebolt, director of
Parking Control.
The first change was the switch-over from
decals to hanging permits. Also, it is no
longer necessary to have parking permits to"
use unmetered parking spaces after 4 p.m.,
according to Siebolt. . •
Siebolt said that the other changes for this
year were the reduction in the cost of motor-
cycle decals to $10, and the reopening of
general parking space that had been lost dur-
ing the construction of the Morrison Center.
Next year, if approved by President Keiser,
the general parking permits, which are now
only good for nine months, will become good
for the whole year. The 12-month decals will
cost no more than the nine-month decals,
Siebolt said. Siebolt added this was going to
the only policy change for next year.
While it is not a policy change, Siebolt add-
ed that there would be some new parking
areas on University Drive where some houses
were going to be torn down.
Policies to be set
Establishing copyright and patent policies
for BSU professors will be the task of a com-
mittee formed by BSU Executive Vice Presi-
dent Richard E. Bullington, according to Dr.
Jan Widmayer, faculty senate member.
With a "proliferation of self-published
texts" and the growth of BSU's "status as a
major university" the committee will be
working with Lawrence Irvin, BSU research
center assistant director, on developing a
policy statement or clearinghouse committee
to protect professors, Widmayer said.
The committee is expected to have its first
meeting Dec. .\2, at 2:30 p.rn. in the research
center.
Big bucks
~ID-TV, channel 4, raised over $SO,OOO
in a weekend phone-a-thon Dec. 7-9, accor-
ding to Nancy Viano, the station's develop-
ment director.
Viano said that the station was targeting
primarily to viewing groups with the phone-
a-thorn relapsed members and potential new
members. She said that there was a total of
1,490 pledges, with the largest pledge being
$1,000. . .
Volunteers helped to make calls throughout
the weekend from noon to 9 p.m., according
to Viano. She said that in Friday's session,
corportate executives from around the area
made calls. On Saturday and Sunday,
"volunteers from all walks of life made
calls:' Viano said.
She said that this is the first yearthe sta-
tion has had the phone-a-then. In the past,
the station had an on-air auction for which
a number of items were donated.
Viano said that the money will be used for
prograinming and station operations.
"We didn't know how much we were go-
ing to make. If we had made $10,000 we
would have been in trouble. But, with $SI,OOO
raised, we are very pleased:' she said.
-Freemovies
The Student Programs Board will present
two free films in the SUB Ada Lounge Dec,
14 and IS at 7 p.m,
Star 1T'ekI/, The Wrath of Khan, and 48
Hours will be presented free of charge. The
.films are open to the general public.
by Karen Kammann
/Ihe.llniversity News
ASBSU Election Board Chairman Sergios
Mavromichalis resigned and' the remaining
.members of the board were later removed by
executive order, ASBSU Pres. Steve Jackson
said.
"The work required of the board was not
being' accomplished, and after Sergios'
resignation, I decided to dismiss the remain-
ing members of the board,' Jackson said. He
said the board was not meeting or following
the guidelinesestablished for it in Senate Act
12, which created the board.
"There definitely seemed to be some ma-
jor conflicts between the board members:'
Jackson said.
"I'm not certain the players even knew
what the conflicts were, but there were pro-
blems:' Personnel Selection Director Jay
Carstens said. Carstens said he helped
Jackson in the process of deciding whether
or not to remove the board members. '
Mavromichalis and Vice Chairman Basil
Hamilton did not agree on how to run the
fall election, Jim Kreider said. Kreider was
the board's adviser during the election, but
has been replaced by Diana Fairchild. Fair-
child was adviser-in-training to the board
. ,
Former ASBSU Elections Board member Basil Hamilton discusses this fall's electlons pro-
blems. Photo by Karl Enochs
during the election.
Another problem Kreider cited was
Hamilton's non-attendance at four or five of
the board's meetings. Hamilton said he was
not notified of most of those meetings, but
Mavromichalis said he gave Hamilton an
orientation packet that included a schedule
of the meetings.
Mavromichalis wanted to resign at the
beginning of the semester but was asked not
to by Jackson, Kreiderand Carstens, he said.
They asked him to stay in office because they
"see Board, page 14
Aiken: People write with both hands
by Steve F. 1.3'0n
The University News
There is a difference between writing a
paper to pass E 102 and writing your version
of a blockbuster, bestselling sequel to God-
father II, according to British author, Joan
Aiken, who spoke Thursday night at the
Morrison Center.
Aiken, the third speaker in the Artists and
Writers series, spoke on "Left Hand, Right
Hand-Writing for Children and Adults:'
Writing, to somebody else's direction and
order is an example of left-hand writing,
whereas writing to please oneself could be
called right-hand writing, Aiken said.
''A couple of years ago I came across. this
essay by the English mystery writer, Marjorie
Ellingham. She made use of these terms; left-
hand writing and right-hand writing:' Aiken
said.
"I found this piece of biography extreme-
ly interesting and sympathetic. It rang a very
loud bell indeed, for me;' she said.
'.'1 started for fun, trying to sort out the
different kinds of writing that, in the course
of my life, 1have done, into a graduated scale
with extreme left handedness at on end and
extreme right handedness on the otheri' Aiken
said. .
Her first experience with left-hand writing
was as a child, Aiken said. Her mother would
tell her to write a chapter in the style of the
Bible or write a sonnet in the style of
Shakespeare.
"I learned how to think myself into
somebody else's style;' she said.
Another kind of left-hand writing, near the
bottom of the scale, is dictated writing, Aiken
said. It was a job she had writing
children's books from a vocabulary supplied
by the publishers as well as instructions about
grammar.
Proceeding up the scale of her experience,
she said that writing press releases was next.
"I had to write surveys of U.N. relief ac-
tivities in various parts of the world. You
could hardly call it creative activity but it was
very good discipline, rather like tidying out
a drawer and fitting everything neatly into
place;' Aiken said.' .
, Next was various writing while working on
the short story magazine, A11:osy. Part of the"
job consisted of rewriting the Stories accepted
for 'publication.. Aiken' said, . '. .'.: .' .
"The aim was to 'get as close io the author's
.own style as possible without their noticing
that we'd been tinkering about with their
work:' she said. _
After a brief.stint inadvertising, where the
writing is extremely circumscribed-real left-
hand stuff,Aiken said __she was asked to
.write stories for, a\Vom~'s magazine. .
". .Dlle.s~orys~e wrOltl'WaS to aceoIPPa.Dyan
students may have redesigned
British author Joan Aiken spoke last Thurs-
day at BSU. Photo by Zane E. Darner
illustration of a man and a woman sitting on
a beach in swimming suits. They had an oil
painting and a cat, she said. The story was
seventy-five pages long. The magazine said
it was too lengthy so Aiken had it published
as a book called Nightfall, she said.
"It's really a classic example of left-hand
writing and strangely enough it has sold as
well as or better than my other books:' she
said.
Aiken said she discovered another outlet
which appealed to her appetite for mystery
by Peter Takeda
The University News
BSU students may be using magnetized,
laminated, photo ID cards by fall semester
of 1985, ASBSU Pres. Steve Jackson said.
~'The activity cards we have now are a
waste ofa lot of people's time and effort. r
do not think they ale practical. They remind
me of ID cards one would find in an under-
'funded high school:' Jackson'said.
The 'present BSU activity cards are flimsy
and do n()t last under even normal-usage,
.Jacksonsaid, He added, "The cards cannot
survive such things as going through the wash
arid seem rather lightweight to me:'
BSU is currently looking at a computeriz-
ed, magnetized system that would be used in
library transactions, meal purchasing for on-
campus students, ticket purchasingand. as
a legitimate photo ID card, Jackson said.
:.' "Right now~aga Foodsi~ ,lo\?king at a
systemfor ~heir needs.Thefacul~y.andstaff
have just started toimpl~ent iheirown
photO ID system:' hesaiCl; , .
and fright. This was the woman's suspense
story or gothic.
"I became fascinated by this kind of
thriller, with a locked-in situation:'
She said that the limitations of gothics
were precise: "The heroine had to be good.
The setting had to be realistic and, in the end,
a happy marriage to the hero were key
ingredients:'
Short stories -and television plays are
among some of the nearest things she's come
to no-holds-barred, right-hand writing Aiken
said, adding that stage plays, however avant
garde in theme, are still bounded by the fact
that the play has to take place in a limited
area and space and be performed in a definite
period of time.
Near the top of the scale is that adult
'novel, Aiken said-The writer hardly knows
where to begin. There are simply not enough
restrictions. The range has become terrifying-
ly wide, she stated.
At last we come to the top, poetry, Aiken
said. Here there are no rules of any kind, she
said, adding that toe writer is not' writing for
any reader. No one can require him to write
in any particular way.
"One can't assert that one type is better .
than the other. They are just different;' Aiken
said, "What one can say with confidence is
that a little bit of right-band writing will
always improve and enrich some plain left-
hand work:'
The different groups have recognized the
need for better IDs and the idea would be to
get all the different groups together at one
meeting to recognize this need, Jackson said.
, "The idea is to. get everyone together,
decide that we all need it. We all want it. Now,
let's all pay for it, with the exception of the
students, My argument is that the system can
be put in place from funds from the various
departments and entities on this campus that
would benefit, without an increase in student
fees:" Jackson said.
"If everything works really weil, we would
have terminals in which the student would in-
sert the card and it would read out what he
is capable of. A reader in the library would
be programmed to say whether or not a stu-
dent could check out books. Areader in the
cafeteria would ~y if the student had credit
to eat or not;' .Jacksonsaid. -.:
. Everitiuiliy' the.' system could extend. to
. ·SelC\.1:.A-Seatoutlets andsuch things as foot"
:;-,
Christmas finds roots in paganism
by Lisa Monad
The University News
The celebration of Christmas as we know
it is a relatively new holiday. The early Christ-
ians did not have it day to honor the birth
of theirLord until the fourth century.
Dec. 25 was decided on after much argu-
ment between the Roman and. Orthodox
churches. After this date was agreed upon,
it wasn't until 500 years later that the word
"Christmas" replaced "Midwinter-feast;'
because many ancient winter celebrations
took place before Christmas.
The ancient Roman. festival of Saturnalia
was held from November through February.
This festival celebrated the time when Saturn
ruled the world. The festival of Saturn was
filled with feasting and debauchery. During
this festival the masters and the slaves trad-
ed places and even clothing for a brief time.
The Norse held a great Yule-feast in honor
of their god. The Yule feast consisted of
many elements that are still familiar to the
Christmas scene: Yule logs, mistletoe, lighted
trees, Kris Kringle and feasting.
The Yule log was burned in honor of the
Norse solar god, Frey. The Yule log was a
phallic symbol and a sign of fertility for the
coming year. Mistletoe was also a fertility
symbol. Kissing under the mistletoe signified
a casual sign of sex and fertility. Lighted trees
and trees in general were places of sacred
ritual to the pagans. Pine groves were
temples to the Great Mother. .
It was the Mother goddess that rested in
the winter and the Horned god of light was
honored. Since the winter festivals worship-
ped the vanishing sun, lights in the form of
fires or candles were commonplace. Candles
were placed on the trees outdoors to honor
the god of light.
Kris Kringle was called the father of the
wheel of the' Year by the Norse. This name
was later one'of the many names given to the
Dutch Santa Claus. Whether pagan or Chris-
tian, the male figure played an active role in
the Mid-winter feast celebration. Santa Claus
was famous in the U.S. because of the Dutch
and German settlers. This idea caught on in
the mid-1800s in Britain. In many other coun-
tries like Spain, it is the three kings that bring
gifts to children, imitating the three kings that
brought gifts to the Christ child. In Italy it
is a female fairy named Befana that brings
gifts to the children.
Another old custom from the ancient Mid-
winter feast is Twelfth Night. Although it is
seldom celebrated, Twelfth Night is what ends
the Christmas season on Jan. 5. It was believ-
ed that'there was a parallel between the twelve
months and the twelve days of the season.
It was bad luck not to take Christmas decora-
tions down on the Twelfth Night. Twelfth
Night use to be celebrated with festivities and
special Twelfth Night cakes. A reminder of
this celebration can be seen in the Christmas
song, "The Twelve Days of Christmas:' .
Christmas remained a popular celebration
ID cards
in Europe despite its pagan elements.
Christmas did come under attack by the
Puritans in the 16OOs.Because of the strong
Puritan influence in the U.S. it was not until
1836 that Christmas became a legal holiday.
Continued from page 3
ball games or other activities. This would
reduce the amount of. abuse going on right
now, Jackson said.
The magnetized system would enable the
different services on campus to keep track of
pertinent information, and would greatly
speed up their service, Jackson said.
"Waiting in lines at football games, check-
ing out books; and standing in cafeteria lines
would take much less time;' Jackson said.
The idea was discussed in a recent meeting
with most campus services in attendance,
Jackson said. .
"Food Service was there. The Pavilion peo-
ple were there. The registrar's office and Den-
ny Freeburn from Student Activities were
there, and the faculty was also represented.
The list goes on. There were maybe 400 or
500 people there. The consensus was that
there is a need for this type of system:'
Jackson said.
Jackson said he has been interested in this
issue for a long time.
Senate concludes semester
by Valerie Mead
The University News
ASBSU Vice Pres. Dave Ball was asked to
resign, Vo-TechSen. Joelene Whittaker was
sworn in, the Pavilion office space was relin-
quished and the dates for spring elections
were set in three consecutive student senate
meetings, Monday.
In executivesession, the senate decided that
ASBSU Vice Pres. Dave Ball has not ade-
quately performed the duties of the office,
according to Sen. Diane Ralphs.
"The consensus was that the senate wants
Ball to resign. If he does not, impeachment
proceedings will go ahead;' Senate Pres. pro
tern, Tom Nielson, said Monday.
Ball was reprimanded last spring after fail-
ing to present information at a State Board
of Education meeting in Moscow, Ralphs
said" In November, the senate looked at the
letter of reprimand and issued a warning, ac-
cording to Sen. Karl Vogt.
As part of the warning, Ball was asked to'
make a list of his duties, which the senate ex-
amined in the executive session.
"He still doesn't know his real role after
eight months:' Ralphs said, adding that Ball
has been mqre visible during the last month.
'I,
•1
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In a special session, ASBSU Pres. Steve
Jackson presented an opinion from the
ASBSU Judiciary on the contested election
for the Vo-Iech seat, held Oct. 16 and 17.
Jackson declared Joelene Whittaker the
winner of the election based on the decision,
and Chief Justice Bill Powers swore in Whit-
taker as the official Vo-Tech senator.
The senate decided to exchange student of-
fice space in the Pavilion for the space cur-
rently housing the military science dept. on
University Drive. They also agreed to draft
a letter Of intent to ask the BSU administra-
tion to pay the cost of remodeling the space
for handicapped accessibility. The cost of the
remodeling has been estimated at $100,000
by university architect, Chet Shawver, accor-
ding to Jackson.
"Dr. Keiser has agreed, to the best of my
knowledge, to do this [fund the remodeling]:'
Jackson told the senate. .
In caucus, the senate approved dates for
:·.' .•-.'~.• :·~'~""-~~·)h~_\'i~"".; -:,".;.r "--, '.. '" -,•. .. ':
4 The U'1!versity News.' rhursdayDecember i3; '1984
spring elections and discussed funding for
Tlie University News for spring semester.
Spring elections will be held March 12and
13.
Vo-Tech Sen. Tony Poole said that the
ASBSU reserve fund has a balance under
$10,000, which would not enable the senate
to allocate the funding to the paper which
was negotiated in a November contract agree-
ment. The senate decided to discuss interim
funding for the paper in its regular session
Wednesday.
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EMPLOYMENTOUTLOOK
Ballet dancers train herd, find little work
by Peter Takeda
The University News
"~'-~{
-------' - ------------- ---
money that drives people to work with ballet.
It is it love and passion that needs to be ex-
pressed". Zirra said.
The money in ballet is not a motivator, Pat
Armstrong said. "Ballet, as with all the arts,
is not very lucrative. Fifty percent of our
operating costs come from private donations.
Tickets comprise about 10 percent. It is devo-
tion that allows us to operate:' Armstrong
said.
Zirra said, "What is important to me is not
being a superstar or being a dancer. What is
important to me is to love and be a part of
the art. If you try to be in it just for money,
I say forget it...1 enjoy my life and for me,
just working in ballet givesme great pleasure'
He added, "In two years, I make about as
much as Baryshnikov makes in one perfor-
mance. This does not make me jealous. He
was born naturally gifted. My pleasure is to
direct and be a part of ballet:'-
The type of training involved in ballet is
determined by the specific type of ballet dan-
cing, Zirra said. -
Zirra said that ballet training develops
balance, finesse, grace and explosive strength.
- "The classical ballet develops the same
quality of muscle as-one finds in a sprinter.
It is an explosive force of the muscle that we
develop. This means long muscles,explosion
muscles. It is a feline, elastic strength:'Zirra
said.
Ballet dancers from the Western world can
dance professionally until they are 30 years
old usually, while a dancer from China or the
U.S.S.R. may dance until he or she is about
45, Zirra said.
"This means something is wrong. Many
things can be said about this difference. I
believe that good training can help you pro-
fessionally dance longer,' Zirra said.
The American Festival Ballet in Boise is
a touring company and a dance school, Arm-
strong said.
Most students start when they are about
8 years old. They become apprentices when
they are 16 to 18, she said, adding, "Our
dancers train six hours a day, six days a week:'
The employment possibilities in the field
of professional ballet are Iirnited, according
to Pat Armstrong, management director of
the American Festival Ballet.
Discipline, regimentation and hard work
- are essential factors in professional ballet,
Armstrong said.
"Our dancers train every day. They do not
have outside jobs. Dedication to ballet
borders on insanity;' Armstrong said.
Marius Zirra, artistic director and school
director, said that one must love the profes-
sion to ever become seriously involved.
"To be in ballet is a matter of dedication.
You must have a passion for it. From this
point, one's degree of success comes from the
natural talents one is born with. Some
become professional ballet dancers; some
cannot. Some who don't make it express their
love of the art by becoming choreographers,
instructors, or set designers. It is not the
Dancers face limited employmentoppor-
tunities. Photo by Russ P. Markus
The American Festival Ballet will perform
a newly-choreographed Nutcracker ballet at
,the Morrison Center, Dec. 21 at 8 p.m. and
on Dec. 22 at 2 p.m., Armstrong s~id.
'T~as the night before the party
like frantic little elves, we snatched,
grabbed and rented Dee's Duds
from her shelves ...
It's the season for gtving. And there's no better gift than musio.
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by Sttpbm J. Grant
The University News
finish developing the program and submit it
to the State Board of Education in March,
he said. .
"We are getting requests for a program that
doesn't yet exist;' Rychert
said.
-~-'fhe-first"year cost to
establish the graduate
program is estimated at
$50,000, according to
Rychert. After that, only
minor increases in money
would be required, he
said. .
"Raptors are a good
focus for eco-system
studies and land manage-
ment studies significant
to where we are;' Rychert
said.
"Once we get construe-
_. tion finished and the
graduate program in
place, there will be a lot
of opportunities for
students;' Burnham said.
Yet, whatever affiliation
BSU has with the center
ultimately depends on
money, according to
Rychert,
In addition to being
home for the Rocky
Mountain Peregrine
Falcon Recovery Program
and The Peregrine Fund's
World Program, the center will serve in other
capacities.
Peregrines protected at new.Boisecenter
allowed The Peregrine Fund to expand its
current program to include all birds of prey.
Affiliation with BSU will provide students
with an experience available no where else in
the world, Nelson said.
With dignity and grace,
the peregrine falcon has
tolerated man. Shot at,
poisoned, pushed to the
verge of extinction. the
peregrine is coming back.
"Here was an inspira-
tional form of life,.second
to none, in danger of be-
ing lost forever,' Morley
Nelson, a director of The
Peregrine Fund, said
recently. Nelson has spent
the last three decades
educating people about
the peregrine and· other
birds of prey.
Reestablishing the
peregrine in Idaho is a
primary objective of The
Peregrine Fund's World
Center for Birds of Prey,
according to Bill Bur-
nham,' the center's The rough-legged hawk is one of the many species served by the
director. Center. Photo by Zane E. Darner
The center, located five
miles south of Boise, will be affiliated with
BSU, but the details are still being worked
out, Dr. Robert Rychert, biology department
chairman, said.
The Peregrine Fund was originally
established in 1970 as a breeding program.
"Peregrines were wiped out in the eastern part
of the United States;' Burnham said. "Even
now, in Idaho, we don't know of any
reproductive peregrine falcons:'
After World War II, DDT had found its
way into the food chain of the peregrine, ac-
cording to Burnham. While the cumulative
effects of the powerful insecticide were direct-
ly killing some birds, DDT's most potent ef-
fect was on peregrine eggs. Female peregrines
began laying thin eggs, easily crushed and in-
capable of natural incubation. No new birds
were replacing the old ones.
In 1973, The Peregrine Fund successfully
raised 21 young peregrines out of three pairs
of adults. However, "It's been difficult to
equal that success with so few pairs of birds;'
Burnham said.
The Peregrine Fund's three recovery pro-
grams in California, New York and Colorado
have released 1,850 peregrines into the wild,
he said. Burnham estimates that it will take
ten more years to completely reestablish the
peregrine in the United States.
The Peregrine Fund was initially intended
to be a 10 to IS year limited project, accor-
ding to Burnham. "Our thinking changed
over the years:' he said. The Fund's success
prompted requests to aid other endangered
birds of prey.
The opportunity to establish The World
Center for Birds of Prey in Boise came when
the Rocky Mountain Peregrine Recovery Pro-
gram in Fort Collins, Colorado was relocated
here. Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc. pro-
vided $450,000 to dismantle the existing
facilities and construct new ones at any loca-
tion, according to Nelson.
Nelson's posiuon as a director of The
Peregrine Fund coupled with his familiarity
with Idaho caused the non-profit corpora-
tion to "take a hard look at Idaho;' Burnham
said.
Sen. James McClure, Gov. John Evans,
BSU President John Keiser and a number of
Idaho businesses encouraged The Peregrine
Fund to come and check out Boise as a
potential site, Nelson said.
"People here are aware of raptor truisms;'
he said. When the directors came to Idaho,
the Bureau of Land Management and the city
of Boise offered them 280 acres of the Fly-
ing Hawk Park nature preserve.
"When we were considering coming here,
there was a lot of enthusiasm;' Burnham said.
With the Snake River Birds of Prey Area
close by, "This is really one of the hot spots
on the continent for raptors;' Dr. Marc
Bechard, a university biologist, said.
The seed money provided by Anheuser-
Busch maintained the recovery program and
The prairie falcon is also a bird of prey found in Idaho. Photo
by Zane E. Darner
BSU hopes to develop a graduate program
in raptor biology and applied ecology by next
fall, Rychert said. The university's goal is to
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• It will provide public information and
education on raptor conservation.
.. It· will function as an international
research facility for raptor studies.
• "Species banks" of unique and rare birds
of prey will be maintained.
• The Idaho BLM will locate its public ex-
hibit for the Snake River Birds of Prey
Natural-Area-near-the-center.
Depending on funding, public viewing
facilities are being planned for the future,
Burnham said. "This will be, as far as Iknow,
the only endangered species program that will
allow people to have a glimpse at h0\Vit func-
tions:' he said.
Though most of the birds currently at the
center are peregrines, tlie facility also houses
teita falcons, orange breasted falcons and a
pair of cape vultures. As the program
becomes more successful, according to Bur-
nham, more birds will be added.
The only birds kept in captivity are those
that can be justified. "We only keep them if
we have to:' Burnham said. "We are not a
zoo:'
Eagles and falcons tolerate humanity if we
watch how we conduct ourselves, according
to Nelson.
"Birds are pretty adaptive and have nested
on man-made structures throughout history,'
Peter Jenny, a field biologist for the center,
.-Dr. Robert Rychert,
Chairman, BSU biology
dept.
"Thls will be, as far as I
know, the only en-
dangered species pro-
_liLamJhC!:Lvv ill all 0w
people to have a
glimpse at how it
functions. JI
A male peregrine falcon at the World's Center strikes the docile posture. Photo by Stephen
J. Grant
said. Peregrines are currently nesting' on
buildings and bridges in New York City and
Los Angeles.
"People in the city love it when a peregrine
dives at 200 miles an hour past their window;'
Jenny said.
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secondary predators, birds of prey are an ac-
curate barometer of the quality of life, 'acor-
ding to Nelson.
Thirty years ago, Nelson's hawks were be-
ing shot. "Nobody knew the words falcon or
peregrine:' he said. "There was a lot of
misinformation:'
For Jenny, the educational objective of the
center is important: "You can spend a lot of
money releasing a peregrine falcon and then
some kid can shoot it with a BB gun;' Jenny
said.
Situated near the top of the food chain as
The Center houses a rare pair of captive cape vultures. Photo by Stephen J. Grant
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Friday,· December ·14
8:00p.m, Miracle on 34th Street, Sebastian
Cabot, Jane Alexander, Suzanne Davidson.
A musical remake of the 1947 movie about
an old man who professes to be the only real
Santa Claus. KTRY-12.Thursday, December 13
Gravity Sports Film Festiwl, SPEC, 7:30p.m,
Stage Coach Theater, Amahl and the Night
Visitors, The Women's Club, 8:15 p.m.
Saturday, December 15
12 noon The Three Musketeers, Raquel
.Welch, Richard Chamberlain, Michael York.
This movie is a mixture of comedy and
adventure taken from Alexandre Dumas'
novel. KIYI-6.
Friday, December 14
Monday, December 17
9:00 p.m, American Playhouse, "Tomor-
row.' Robert Duvall: The story of a poor -
solitary cotton farmer with an enduring
capacity for love. KAID-4.
Marilyn Horne, Morrison Center, 8 p.rn,
Idaho Theater for Youth,A Christmas Carol,
Morrison Center Stage II, 7 p.m, .
Class Schedules and bills for spring semester
mailed. -
Hill House Rolls, deadline to place order with
the Culinary Arts depts. for Dec. 18pick-up.
Last day to submit final signed copy of
master's project to departments.
Tuesday, December 18
9:00p.m. Frontline, "Marshall High Fights
Back:' Marshall High School is one of the
poorest in Chicago, but is trying to upgrade
its academic standards and to make a dif-
ference in the lives of its students. KAID-4.
Saturday, December 15
. Wednesday, December 19
9:30 p.m, The Sailor's Return, Tom Bell,
Shope Shodeinde. This special tells the story
of a Victorian sea captain and the African
princess he marries and brings home.
KAID-4.
Festival of Ceramics, show and sale, BSU
Museum of Art, Liberal Arts building, 10
a.m.-5 p.rn., through Dec. 17.
Suzuki concert, Morrison Center Recital
Hall, 4 p.rn,
Basketball, junior varsity vs. College of
Southern Idaho,S p.rn.; Broncos vs. Oregon
State, 7:30 p.m.; both in the Pavilion.
Idaho Theater for Youth, A Christmas Carol,
Morrison Center Stage II, 7 p.m.
Wrestling vs, Weber State; Gym, 7:30 p.rn.
Friday, December 21
·9:00p.m, Great Performances, "The Bach
Christmas Oratorio: The Christmas Cantata:'.
Nikolaus Harnoncourt conducts the Concen-
tus Musicus of Vienna in this performance.
KAID-4.
Sunday, December 16 Sunday, December 234:00 p.rn. Cheaper by the Dozen, Clifton
Webb, Jeanne Crain, Myrna Loy. This movie
is based on a brother and sister's recollections
of their large family at the dawn of the flap-
per era. KTRY-12..
Monday, December 24
12 noon The Snows of Kilimanjaro,
Gregory Peck, Susan Hayward, AvaGardner,
A novelist's restless search for life's meaning
reaches its· conclusion on the equatorial
plains of Africa. KTRY-12.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Rudolph the Red-
Nosed Reindeer, Education Building Reading
Center, 3 p.rn,
Stage Coach Theater, Amahl and the Night
Visitors, The Women's Club, 2 p.m,
Monday, December 17
Broncos vs. College of Noire Dame, Pavilion,
7:30 p.m, ,
Final exam period begins.
Tuesday, December 25 _
8:00 p.rn, Daddy Long Legs, Fred Astaire,
Leslie Caron, Terry Moore. A millionaire
playboy sends a French orphan to college but
keeps his identity unknown to her. In return
for her education she must write him letters.
KTRY-12.
8:00 p.rn. Nova, "Palace of Delights:' A
film portrait of San Francisco's Ex-
ploratorium, which is run by a collection of
physicists, artists and high school students.
KAID-4.
9:00 p.m. The Messiah. Handel's Messiah
is performed by the S1.Louis Symphony Or-
chestra and Chorus, conducted by
Christopher Hogwood. KAID-4.
Friday, December 21
Women's Basketball Holiday Inn.Yilatlonal,
Cal-Irvine vs. Santa Clara, 6 p.m.; BSU vs.
Utah State, 8 p.m., both in the Pavilion.
Idaho Theater for Youth, A Christmas Carol,
Morrison Center Stage II, 7 p.rn,
American Festival Ballet, The Nutcracker,
Morrison Center, 8 p.rn,
Saturday, December 22
Idaho Theater for Youth, Rudolph the Red-
Nosed Reindeer, 11 a.m.; Beauty and the
Beast, 3 p.m., both in the Education Building
Reading Center.
American Festival Ballet, The Nutcracker,
Morrison Center, ;2 p.rn.
Women's Basketball Holiday Inn.Yitational,
consolation game, 6 p.m.; championship
game, 8 p.rn., both in the Pavilion.
Idaho Theater for Youth, A Christmas
Carol, Morrison Center Stage II, 7 p.m.
RADIO RAVE
Thursday, December 13
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Ry Cooder,
Bop Till Your Drop, KBSU~FM, 91.3.
Sunday, December 23
Tuesday, December 18
5:00p.m, Afterwork Special, Peter Gabriel,
Peter Gabriel, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Idaho Theater for Youth, Rudolph the Red-
Nosed Reindeer, Education Building Reading
Center, 3 p.m,
Tuesday, December 25
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Return to
Forever,Romantic Warrior,KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Thursday, December 27
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, The Who,
Meaty, Beaty, Big and Bouncy, KBSU-FM,
91.3.
Grade reports due, registrar's office, 10 a.m.
Tuesday, December 25
Christmas Day.
ON STA<iE
TOP TUBE
Bouquet: Kip Ataway
Crazy Horse: Methods of Dance
Pengilly's: Cuando Cuando
Peter SchoU's: Gene Harris
Red Lion Downtowner: Thin Line
Sandpiper: Shoes and Pickens
Tom Gralney's: Heartbreak RadiQ
Whiskey River; Passage
Thursday,December 13 .
8:00p.m, The Christmas Festival of Harps.
The Houston Harp Ensemble presents a
concert of Christmas carols. KAID-4.
& •
o
BSUSuzuki'concert
Christmas music, folk songs and classical
music will be featured at the BSU Suzuki con-
cert Saturday, Dec. 15 at 4 p.m, in the Mor-
rison Center Recital Hall. The concert is free
and open to the public.
Forty-nine students of piano; cello and
violin will perform traditional Christmas
songs, children's folk songs and works by
Bach, Schumann and other classical com-
posers. The concert will include a presentation
of certificates to the Suzuki students.
'Nutcrdcker'performeq,.,
o
o
The American Festival Ballet will present The
Nutcracker Dec. 21 at 8 p.m, and Dec. 22 at 2 and
8 p.m, in the Morrison Center.
Tickets are available at all Select-A-Seat outlets
and range in price from $8.00-$15.00.
Marius Zirra, director of this production,.
created new choreography for the ballet. The
Nutcracker tells the story of Clara and the
nutcracker given her by her godfather, who is said
to have magical powers. She dreams the
nutcracker becomes a prince and dances with her,
as magical things happen to the toys around
them. .
The American Festival Ballet is featured in
another story in The-University News. See page 5.
Night Ranger
Night Ranger will be in concert at the
Pavilion Dec. 26 at 8 p.rn, Tickets are on sale
at alI Select-A-Seat outlets and cost $12.50 and
$13.50 the day of the show, with a $1.00 dis-
count for BSU students, _
The band is touring their second album, .
Midnight Madness. The San Fransisco Bay
.area quintet's first album \vas Dawn Pattpl:
;',
Horne to p~rfor.m."· .,
Mezzo-soprano Marilyn Horne wll1'b~ iii
concert at the Morrison Center Dec. 14 as .
.part of the' Boise Opera's season series: The
performance will begin atB p.m. Tickets'range
.in price from $12·$60. CalI 38S-1609 for fur-
ther informadon.
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of
Ceramics
. The BSU art department will
host its annual Festival of
Ceramics on Dec. ,15-17 from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the BSU
Museum of Art on the first
floor of the Liberal Arts
building.
The festival features
ceramics by students,
alumni and faculty, which
are for sale at prices rang-
ing from $5 to over $200.
Included are utilitarian
pieces such as bowls, mugs
and plates, as well as art ob-
jects and murals. .
Two ceramic sculptures by ,
internationally renowned
ceramicist Ruth Duckworth also
will be on display. Duckworth, .
this year's visiting artist in
ceramics, made the pieces during
her October workshops at
BSU. Twenty percent of the
sales go toward the visiting
artist program. Next year's
visiting artist will be British
potter Peter Lane.
Theater group performs 'Mogi'
The BSU Children's Theater will offer one
public performance of the O. Henry
Christmas classic, Gifts of the Magi, Dec. IS,
at 11 a.rn, on Stage II of the Morrison Center.
The play will also be performed Dec. 11 and-
13 for junior high school groups.
Gifts of the Magi is the story of a couple
who sacrifice their most treasured possessions
for each other. The play is directed by-Eloise
Bruce, adjunct professor of theater arts at ,
BSU and artistic director of Idaho Theater for
Youth. Bruce also wrote the script for the
play, using the.short story as a base, but ad-
ding additional chatacters, including O. Henry
himself to round out the play.
The play is directed primarily toward junior
high school students, an age group Bruce says
is bypassed in most theatrical productions.
Tickets are $1.50 and will be on sale at the
theater arts department box office in the Mor-
rison Center Dec. 13 and 14 from 3-6 p.m.
Call 385-1462 for information.
~Amahland the Nig~tVisitors'_
~
Amahl and the Night Yisitors, an opera
built around the story of the three wise men .
and a crippled shepherd boy, will open Dec.
13 at The Women's Club, 300 Main Street,
Boise.
Tickets are $6 for adults and $4 for children
and senior citizens and are available at all
Ballou-Latimer locations, the Book Shop,
Mother Hubbard's, Volume One, and Hol-
singer's.
Evening performances are at 8:15 p.rn, on
Dec. 13-15,20 and 21. Matinee performances
are Dec. 15 and 16 at 2 p.rn.
Tickets also will be available at the door.
For information, call 345-1624.
'Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer'
Idaho Theater for Youth will be performing
three plays for the holidays: Rudolph the Red-
Nosed Reindeer, Beauty and the Beast and A
Christmas Carol.
Performances of Rudolph will be held in
the Reading Center, located in BSU's Educa-
tion building. The play is. scheduled for Dec.
IS and 22 at 11 a.m., Dec. 16 and 23 at 3 p.rn.
and Dec. 16 and 19 at' 4 p.m,
A Christmas Carol will be presented Dec.
14, 15, 21 and 22 at 7 p.m, All performances
will be held on Stage IIof. the Morrison
Center. .
Beauty and the Beast is schedule4fo.r per-
formances Dec. 'IS and 22 at 3 p.m.inJhe
Reading Center. . - ..' • , " .
For reservations arid ticket information, call
34S-0060. .
REVIEW
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King's top 10 for 1984
by Stephen King
The University News
REM,Although my top 10 favorite albums of1984may seem strange to the casual llstener,I think the musicians below are the cream of1984's contemporary music crop.
Lou Reed~New Sensations:After IS years
of muddling through a torturous solo career;
Lou Reed has lightened up his life. The result
is his best album to date. The leader of the
I960s seminal New York art/punk band,
VelvetUnderground, returns to simple, vine
tage rock and roll and sings about his red
joystick, motorcycle and New York.
The Pretenders-Learning to Crawl:
Although critics hastily wrote off the
Pretenders after the deaths of bassist Pete
Farndon and guitarist James Honeyman-
Scott, Learning to Crawl is arguably the
band's best album. Chrissie Hynde, Ms. Rock
and Roll, is singing better than ever,especially
on "Show Me;' and the band's instrumenta-
tion is brash and inspiring.
.Bruce Springsteen-Born in the U.S.A.:
This album, 'unlike the nightmarish visions
of 1982'salbum, Nebraska, paints a positive
portrait of America. With songs like "Darl-
ington County" and "No Surrender;'
Springsteen perfectly captures the spirit of
the American people through a catalog of
characters who are stuck in small towns and
haven't given up trying.
The Bangles-All Over the Place: Four
talented (and lovely) women from Los
Angeles bring back glorious 60s California-
style music. From the slashing guitars on the
opening cut, "Hero Takes the Fall" to the ex-
otic frothiness of the strings in "More Than
Meets the .ijye;' the Bangles present the
female viewpoint like never before.
Violent 'Femmes-Hallowed Ground:
What does one think of a band who sings
about death, Jesus and rain'?' Unconven-
tional, indeed .•This .trio from Milwaukee
mixes' country ("Country Death" Song"),
punk ("Never Tell"), and blues ("Sweet
Misery Blues") to produce, this year's
strangest album.
The Alarm-Declaration: The anarchists
from Walesproduced a power-packed alb~m
full of worried songs. Built on an odd line-
up-two acoustic guitars; bass and drums, .
the Alarm march into songs with as much
spirit and enthusiasm as the punk bands of
the 70s.
Box of Frogs: Three former members of
the legendary 60s band, the Yardbirds,reform
to make an astonishing album. With all-time
UK axe hero Jeff Beck, on "Back Where I
Started" and Rory Gallagher on electric sitar
in "Into the Dark;' Box of Frogs is a perfect
example of. what hard rock is supposed to
sound like.
R.E.M.-Reckoning: With their dreamy
and hypnotic sound, this southern-based
band creeps up on the listener just as it did
on 1983'sMurmur: The group has a stirring
and ringing guitar sound that, when backed
up by vocalist Michael Stipe, can entertain
an audience on both an intellectual and emo-
tional level with comparative ease.
Battle of Garages- VolumeI: This is a fan-
tastic collection of brash amateurism by
several street bands. Listening to the Viper's
"Nothing From Today" or the Trip's "Stick
Like Glue;' this album rescues the passion of
underground music before its extinction.
Laurie Anderson-Mister Heartbreaker:
This angel of avant-garde must have taken
a sabbatical to the Orient Unlike Anderson's
debut album, Big Science, Mister Heart-
breaker is filled with instrumentation that is
both strange (synclavier) and' wonderful
(flutes, pipes), representing, the mystical
aspects of the East. The special guest star is
William Burroughs, author of Naked Lunch.
Detail of R.E.M."Reckoning" album cover.
Courtesy of Record 'Exchange/Posters Etc.
Uhlenkott: 'zoned'
by Krlslie Mowry
The University News
Next time you journey to the SUB, extend
your visit a step further by taking the stairs,
turning left, and enter in Rick Uhlenkott's '
"1\vilight Zone:'
However, let me inform your intellect
before you prematurely overload your senses.
What you are about to see is worth your time
and understanding.
To view Uhlenkott's paintings and
sculptures is to view the human experience
and art made one.
Luckily for us, Uhlenkott's psyche is not
completely unique, though his pursuit of the
psyche through his art is very much so. He
makes evident in his work some of the strug-
gles of his psyche.
Uhlenkott's "Mommy Dearest;' first shown
last fall in Gallery II in the Liberal Arts
building, and the more recent work, "Cut-
tin' the Cord" are two fine example's of the
Oedipal complex.
"Cuttin' the Cord" presents a more recent
version of this sameOedipalconflict. Here
we have a blue sky background, a branch
with a green blossom shape, and what I guess
to be a yellow petal flower-creature that
dominates the composition:' This poor
flower-creature is being strangled by his own
umbilical cord which he is in the process of
severing. ' _' '.
Though Uhlenkott's subject matter has not
changed since the fall of.l983, .his style has
certainly evolved. His forms are now more
,solid, though still, in many cases,' hard to
.decipher. In fact, this puzzle quality is a cen-'
tral issue in his paintings. His shapes care
relatively flat and solid in color emphasizing
strongdesigri.. , ,•••.' '... ..." "
. Acomical qualitY appears in his work in
DetaIl of Rick' Uhlenkott's "Mommle
Dearest." Photo by Zane E. Darner
the wry smiles and grins of his whimsical
creatures, and in such titles as "The Spider
and the Accountant;' and "Corkscrewed
Again:'
What makes his work successful' is its
adherence to his psychicjoumey. Uhlenkou's
'paintings are nowhere near reality. Their
qtenacing, textural surface of small-tooth
shapes is eerie with its texture of plastic dag-
gers,. its wild color and bizarre shapes. " .
, 'When viewing his work, we aretr!UlSrx>rted
into another world, Though all may be,glad
to know we can leave Uhlenkott's strange
twilight realm, I admire his courage. ,
KristieMowry is a special art reviewer to'
the University News. Mowry is asenior art'
majorstudyingpairititig atBSV. '
..,"."
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Broncos raise record to 3.;.1
by Chris Walton
The University News
The Broncos' largest.lead of the game was
20 points, coming on a John Martin tip-in
of an errant free-throw attempt with five
seconds remaining.
Roland Smith led the scoring for BSU with
20 points. Other Broncos in double figures
were Jeff Kelley with 19 points, Frank
Jackson with 15 points and Bruce Bolden
with 12.
Kelley and Bolden led the Broncos with
nine rebounds each. Bolden also stole the ball
three times.
Thursday night, Mike Hazel paced the
Broncos with 16 points, while Kelley added
II rebounds to the winning cause.
The BSU Broncos raised their overall
record to 3-1 last-weekend with a 71-54 vic-
tory over Doane College Thursday and an
81-61 trouncing of Chicago State Saturday:'
BSU trailed at the half Saturday 29-28, but
turned on the defense in the opening minutes
of the second half to lead 51-35 with II
minutes remaining.
Chicago State surged in the next few
moments, closing the gap to 51-43.The game
calmed down after that, however, and both
teams traded baskets for the remainder.
Brigham Young dumps
BSUgymnasts
by Jeff Morris'
The University News
BSU Head Coach Jackie Carringer said
that the Broncos had improved greatly since
their competition against the alumni a week
ago, adding that injuries have plagued the
team from the start of the season.
BStJ junior, Sharon Mulberry, injured her
anklein floor exercises Saturday. Mulberry
, landed on her feet
incorrectly during
her final tumbling
line, but she went
on to finish her
routine and then
had to be' carried
from the mat.
"She (Mulberry)
has a mild sprain
of the ankle," Car-
ringer said. "I was
really proud of her
because she finish-
ed her routine, and
last year she tore
her achilles tendon,
so it was a little
scary to hear that
pop;' Carringer
BSU sophomore Karie Kunkler works through her beam routine in the said.
BSU-BYU meet Saturday. Photo by Karl Enochs Carringer said
that the rest over
Christmas break will help the team: "They
need the break to get their bodies healed:' she
said.
The Broncos next face Utah State Univer-
sity Jan. 5 in Bronco Gym at I p.m.
In their first competiton of the season,
Brigham Young University's women's gym-
nastics team dominated all four events in
their 180.7 to 172.5 victory over BSU Satur-
day in Bronco Gymnasium.
Led by their husband-wife coaching team,
Rodney and Debbie Hill, the Cougars swept
the top three spots in the vault and balance
beam events and won first in all four events.
BSU sophomore, Karie Kunkler, was second
in the floor exercises and the uneven parallel
bars.
BYU fr~an, Gina Hansen, won the a11-
around competition, the best combined score
for all four events. Hansen's 36.3 gave her top
honors while BSU's Kunkler was able to edge
out BYU junior, Jill Johnston, for second
place by a tenth of a point, 35.85 to 35.75.
"I feel we just did an excellent job for the
first time out:' Coach Rodney Hill said. "I
expected some trouble on the bars but all six
girls hit. Just a good solid meet all the way
around"
Dr. Hollingsworth'
Chiropractic Physician
Featuring care for
athletic injuries
Vista Chiropractic Clinic
, 1805 Overland
345-0460
9 am 10 6 prn Mon-Fri
9 am 10 12 noon Sol
Mike Hazel (left) and Jeff Kelley (right) were top scorers in BSU's wins over Doane Col-
lege and Chicago State. Photos courtesy BSU Athletic dept.
-This Saturday the Broncos face the Pac-IO
Conference's Oregon State Beavers, with All-
American candidate, A.C. Green, in the
Pavilion. Tip-off time is 7:30 p.m.
Jackson and Kelley currently lead BSU in
scoring with 10.8 points per game, followed
by Bolden with 9.8, Hazel with 8.2, Kelvin
Rawlins with 5.8 and Craig Spjute with 5.5.
LGOKINGFOR A JOB?
°THEoUNIVERSITYoNEWSo
needs _,• •
Writers, writers and more writers-~pply in person, 2nd floor, Student Union Bldg.
8~
IIRZ=caZJ\ DQWL
.., A 15795 Bridger CilDyon R.oild"""'111_.... Bozeman, !'otT59715
$100.00
Quad Occupancy
5 nights lodging
5 days skiing
5 continental
breakfasts
Reservations,
1~800..223~9609
2 free packages with group
of 45 or more, skiers
The reason Idaho was chosen as the loca-
tion of the filming, according to Lesser, is
that the rivers are easily accessible and the
quality of the whitewater is unsurpassed.
"What we have here in our own,backyard
is the pinnacle when it comes to running wild
water,' he said.
Instead of the usual narration accompa-
'nying a film, Lesser said the actual conver-
sations between the kayakers before and after
shooting on the river each day has been dubb-
ed into the film.
Lesser has boated the major whitewater
rivers all over the world including Nepal,
Chile, Pakistan, Canada and the U.S. in-
cluding Alaska, he said. i
Recently, Lesser went on a kayaking ex-
pedition to Pakistan which will be featured
in a National Geographic special to be aired
in March, he said.
Lesser will be hosting the Dec. 13 film
festival giving a brief introduction to eacfi
film.
"Hopefully, this film will bring to the
public's attention the great whitewater we
have here in Idaho:' Lesser said adding that,
"We can be boating nine months out of the
year on our rivers:'
One of the films to be featured at the
Gravity Sports Film Festival Dec. 13 is A
Breath of Whitewater with nationally known
kayakers, Rob Lesser and John Wassen.
The movie was filmed entirely in Idaho on
the north and south fork of the Payette River
and on the Snake River near TwinFalls in
June, 1983, according to Lesser.
Lesser, an Idaho native who has been in-
volved with the sport for 15 years, said the
filming took nine days and was directed by
Leo Dickenson who is regarded as "the best
outdoor filmmaker."
"What we wanted to show in the movie is
the thrill of the sport, the flow and enjoy-
ment of it:' Lesser said~'We'renot macho men
who risk their lives out on the river.'
A lot of the film has to do with acrobatic
moves and showing how far the sport of
kayaking is evolving, Lesser said.
"I think it's the best whitewater film that's
been done. Wemounted cameras on the boats
and got some spectacular shots:' Lesser said,
noting that the movie was filmed by a British
camera crew for a Welsh television .station.
by Steve F. I.von
The University News
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GraVity sports fest features kayak film
See kayaker Rob Lesser shoot the rapids Thursday during the Gravity Sports Film Festival. ,
Photo courtesy Rob Lesser .
For more information, contact Russ Speirn
at 343-1891.Ski team changes
competition
Bogus Basin Ski Team will compete in the
Intermountain Division of the U.S. Ski
Association for the 1984-85 ski season.Prior
to this season the team raced in the Pacific
Northwest Division.
New race sites will include Sun Valley,
Jackson Hole, ,Park City, Snowbird and
other ski areas in Northern Utah and
Southern Idaho. The first scheduled com-
petetion for the team in the new division will
be held at Grand Targee, Idaho, on Dec. 8
and 9.
Results from BSU-BYU
Gymnastics meet
Vault""::1. Kimberlee Peterson, BYU, 9.2.' 2.
Gina Hansen, BYU, 9.15.3. Carolyn Jackson,
BYU, 9.1.
Uneven Bars-I. Melissa Friesen, BYU, 9.45.
2. Karie Kunkler, BSU, 9.25. 3. Jill Johnston,
BYU, 9.1.
Balance Beam-I. Linda Lee, BYU, 9.45. 2.
DeAnn Toole, BYU, 9.2. 3. Jill Johnston, BYU,
9.0.
Floor Exercises-I. Gina Hansen, BYU, 9.35.
2. Karie Kunkler, BSU, 9.t5. 3. Jill Johnston,
BYU, 9.0.
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Applications will be accepted
through December 14, 1984
for the following positions:
ASBSU Treasurer
- ASBSU Judiciary
Administrative Assistant
Business Manager
Application forms and information
concerning these positions may be
obtained from: '
ASBSU Personnel Selection
2nd Floor, SUB
1910 University Drive'
Boise, Idaho 83725
Ph. 385·1147
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A final examination
Sincerely,
James A. Nicholson
Director, Counseling and Testing Center
Dark ages
•<
OPINION
I.•
To the Editor, University News
Students and community alike are suffer-
ing from the same ignorance we had two
years ago. We are current and former BSU
students and we didn't know National Public
Radio (NPR) from a hole in the ground.
After two years at Washington State
University, where we enjoyed two NPR sta-
tions, returning to Boise seemed like a return
to the Dark Ages. Many educational as well
as musical programs never dreamed of here,
like "All Things Considered:' Studds Terkel's
Poetry Hour, two different British Isles
(Celtic) shows, and Mary McCartland's
Piano Jazz from New York, were taken for
granted. We were on the edge of our seats
listening to American Playhouse's "Hit-
chhiker's Guide To The Universe" or Dick
Estel's newest novel readings. "A Prairie
In lieu of a real editorial, the staff has consulted to bring you the >
five good and bad points of the semester. So, which doyou want first
- the good news, or the bad news? We thought you'd say that.
Here's the good news. -
• Everyone reading this editorial has survived until now.
Congratulations ..
• The Subal theater has now been remodelled and is the pride and
joy of old, boring, unremodelled communication department.
• Volume I of the Dean and Joelene show is at an end, now that
ASBSU Pres. Steve Jackson declared Joelene Whittaker the winner of
the contested Vo-Tech senate race.
• The dorms, in a feat of daring, virtually have gone cooed. Col-
legiate rah rah receives another boost of enthusiasm.
• Student theater productions are now free to students due to the
implementation of the Theater Referendum passed by students last
fall. .:it'"
Now, the unavoidable, and equally crass, bad points of the semester
as garnered by the University News staff.
• The Pavilion child care center was flooded on the night of the
Thompson Twins concert. When it rains it pours, indeed.
• The parking control office lost thousands of dollars in unpaid
parking tickets when it was broken into. Crime doesn't pay, right?
• Major sources of power in the student government have been
found to be incompetent.
• Although the 21-year drinking age law didn't pass, soon most
freshmen and sophomores may be crying in their last legal beer:
• SPB was obliged to function under-staffed because personnel
selection seemed unable to find and approve candidates.
We hope you've enjoyed another stunning ten opinions by the
enigmatic and sarcastic University News staff.
- ---,. ~"" .._., .. ,,_ ..... - .,.... "'~-'""',' ,
Paradise
Floral
Ken & Eva 1737 Broadway
Across from Smith's
345~5599
and after 5:00,
338~9663
Dozen Roses $14.95
1/2 Dozen Roses ;$'7.95
Dozen Carnations $8.95
1/2 Dozen Carnations S4.95
Mixed Bouquets ...... $5.95 to $12.95
Exotic Arrangements $20.00
3-4 week life
We cater to Boise State Students
Home Companion" is like a good friend
moved too far away.
Local announcers (students) like Dan Marr
and his Inland Folk Show were especially pro- _
fessional and refreshing. Many times we have
started listening to KBSU only to turn it off
because of abrupt changes in musical mood
and styles. As contributors to NPR, we
always received a monthly card so we knew
when our favorite programs were aired. The
vote-for-your-favorite-program fundraisers
were a great wayfor concerned listeners to
influence the station's programming.
We do not feel that the KBSU program-
creases our visibility and, hopefully, makes mingoboard is being realistic when they say
it easier for student faculty and staff to use" ,_~~rt~n ~fhR p~ograms c~n be ~urchas~d ~~d
us as a resource. For an appointment or more aJre,. WI. ou any m~Jor c ?nge~ I~ e
information, readers can drop by the Center organization of the station and Its pn~clples.
on the sixth floor of the Education building, Most of t~ese programs are expensive and
or call 385-1601. - would require st~~ent, community and cor-
porate underwriting,
This kind of support cannot be expected
without the station exhibiting a more profes-
sional attitude and will certainly demand ser-
vice to a much larger segment of the com-
munity than at present. An NPR affiliation
is the logical and most effective way to bring
about the needed changes.
National Public Radio should be national,
let us not deprive Idaho this radio
Renaissance the rest of the country already
enjoys.
LETTERS
Thank you
Editor of The News;
Thank you for the recent article about the
Counseling and Testing Center. We believe
that the Center is an excellent resource and
appreciate the kind of media coverage that
makes students, faculty and staff more aware
of our services.
I would like to refocus two issues that were
identified in the article. First, we want the
Center to be viewed as a place to obtain help
in heading off potential problems as well as
a recourse for individuals experiencing crisis
level concerns.
Healthy people continually look for ways
to improve themselves and know enough to
seek out help before problems become
overwhelming.
Secondly, your article mentioned the
"stigma" some people attach to obtaining
professional help. From our perspective, seek-
ing help might also be viewed as a sign of
strength. In fact, we tend to see most of our
clients as possessing many strengths and
enough wisdom to get assistance when need-
ed. . -
Unfortunately, too many people muddle
their ways through difficulties while allow-
ing their needs for independence to cut off
essential problem-solving resources.
Thank you again for the coverage. It in-
.'
the
.lR9NGATE
lounge
is proud to present
Victor Mort
Wed. thru Sat. 8~midnight
Our happy hours: 4:30-6:30 Mon-Fri
~ttY'
Capitol Blvd. at University Drive
Sincerely,
Lauren M. Unrein
Chris A. Unrein
We specialize in exotic
plan's and fresh cut
flowers from Hawaii,
including Antheriums.
Birds of Paradise, Red
Ginger and a variety of
Orchids. We also stock a
variety of high quality
fresh Roses and
Carnations.
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t~:,/..~tft.·.. What the smart college student-
- .ii, .:~.r.~.. ~. _is carrying these days,
"~ . ;~'1Jl;~;.tR.. - ~- of.. - - , Jobs are tough after college, Just ask
;/ .~", ~:;,,-: . ~ '~~. any recent grad. who went out into the world,. ""'lA- -',.. -arrned only with a diploma. So, why not qet
. . ..- / ahead of your class while you're still in~"-Il),».-'..., school. Right now. Northwestern Mutual
l» -.-: [~i _ - Ufe ... - world's largest company spec .
0: ....... "... .- -_. -,.;- ializing in individual life insurance . _ . has
i (- l':''':'l::'·~ - -~- .•. :. c In!ernship Pr,?gra!!'s that let you earn while
U tERNSlliP r - you learn, We II train yo~ through one of our
,n 1~'R()l·IlAf'\ .: local agencies. We II give you the
\1\ ~_. .: ' ammunition you need to make money right- 'iI,(.-:: - now, while you're still in college. And when
you graduate, think how valuable thai
Iraining will be to y011 ... and a
prospective employer. Think ahead. Call
Lori at (208) 383·0210 today.
The Quiet Company
Quiet -
Quiet
A Tough Act To Follow
Robert F. Rice, GU,
General Agent
1555 Shoreline Drive,Suile 210
P,O. Box 8627
Boise, Idaho 83707
Northwe~tern
Mutual·tlle.
COMICS 3
BY =aJIi4i:RAa.....-------..,Another exposure THE FRAME-UP "The most glaring breachof journalistic responsibility"Dear Miss Bronco,
I have an urgent need to do a strip for "The-
ConspiracY.' Do you know where I can find
them?
Signed,
Eddie the Exhibitionist
Dear Eddie X,
Wit COtAc..D
A .,--rEN 0 AN
flSBS!A
56NA1"~ M~e1'IN6!
How could a lowly pseudonym such as'
myself be acquainted with the great and
powerful multi-pseudonym, "The Con-
spiracy?" Judging from my latest perusal of
that spurious and delightful comic strip, you
are not the only one who is questing for the
mysterious Conspiracy. I-rnay be safe in say-
ing that you're probably not the only one who
wants to expose himself to them.
Considering the multitude of quaint
obscenities and enjoyable allusions to sex, I'd
think "The Conspiracy" would not only be
flattered by your message of good will but
also would enjoy it. They seem to be a
depraved group with definite tendencies
toward finding less-than-aesthetic things
humorous. (Or is the tush aesthetic? I could
never get an art professor to answer that one.)
"The Conspiracy" seems like a group that
would meet in the capitol rotunda at mid-
night and silently nod to one another or pass
clandestine notes as to the next meeting place.
As time goes on, Ipredict that their meetings
will become more and more clandestine.
You'd better catch them now before they go
underground forever - never to come up for
air. That's it, they're moles. Li'l blind crit-:
ters with a sense of humor. I'd also check the
local nudist beaches and any of the sleazier
spots in Garden City, the suburb of oppor-
tunity.
I consider this an official warning to "The
Conspiracy" You have a,headstart on Eddie
with my compliments,
Glve\I 8'i RICK
~12oM WRoNb
t,AKe', MAfIJ,-r08A
ANI? so O(AR FA\b~1"f6
COMIC, 5-rRIP
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Signed,
I Still Think I'm Funnier
Miss Bronco
by Berke Breathed-------~.., 5Or+f€ 1WOI/UJ FUt.
TOrrYH€/UJ OffGNVUI. ..{;1JT
/6 MIXlNb V~oCAffJ~R
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BLOOM COUNTY .--------..,
~ WAY fOK 5T. NICK
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star -crossed
Dear Miss Bronco,
I just met this guy who believes in
astrology. He thinks that just because he's a
Gemini and I'm a Libra we should get along
just great. He also thinks that, because I'm
a Libra, I should be all lovey-dovey and af-
fectionate. The fact is, I'm not. How can I
convince this creep to bug off and hitch his
wagon to some other star?
Signed,
Disgusted
Dear Unoriginal Signature,
If you're complaining to me because you
fell (l assume) for the "I'm-a-Gemini-what-
are-you" line, you should consider myheart
hardened. Does this fellow have anyredeem-
ing qualities which may be masked by his
celestial fixation? If not, tell him you lied and
that you're really an Aries or whatever .con-
stellation doesn't tune in with Gemini. There
must be one, the mystics were careful about
balancing things.
Astrology has been screwing up people for
centuries. There's something about an an-
cient, robed. bird-nest-bearded curmudgeon'
telling people what to do if they don't want
hair to grow on the palms of their hands.
Think about Romeo and Juliet or Julius'
Caesar. Those Ides of March will get ya every
time. Break away, dear child, if this fell?w
is beyond help. Wait until he st~rts growing.
a beard and squinting in the daylight, It could
be that he's Merlin's distant relative. We all
know what kind of pals he had - nymphs
that put him on ice for a few centuries at a
time. . .,
If all else fails, wait until March, give him
a warning, and kill him in the capitol rotun-
. da. (That's it. I'm declaring this week to be
National Capitol Rotunda week.)
. Signed,
Your Sign Or ~l1e?
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'News'funding
Continued from page 1
Another possible source of.funding being
discussed by the senate and the paper, Mead
said, is a dedicated fee on the fee statement.
It would be either an additional fee or a
dedicated part of the ASBSU fee.
said. "Due, I think, in part, to Jackson's "Something like the one-dollar theater fee or
overenthusiasm, we are now in a financial the two-dollar KBSU fee:' Mead said. The
bind:' senate would have to pass it 'or it could go
One option being discussed by the senate, before a student referendum. It could be on
VOg!said, is giving the News what they need, the fee statement by next fall, Mead said.
when they need.it. "If we wanted to, we could It costs between $3,100 and $3,500 per issue
give them $9,000 right now" • to publish the News, according to Mead.
"There is a commitment to fund the News:' Thatjncludes 'printing costs, production
Vogt said. 'mate'rials and staff salaries.
Nielson also said the funding might be on ·Ciirreritly, there are 28 students working
a need basis; "If they need $1,000 to put out at' the paper, Mead said.
an issue, we'll give it to them. This will give . Advertising revenues cover about $2,000 of
us time to go over the books and see where the costs per issue. That leaves about $1,200
we can come up with the money to fund the to $1,500 that has to come from somewhere
News:' he said. else, she added.
Elections Board
Continued from page, 3'
he didn't want to and didn't have the time:'
Hamilton said.
The major conflict within the board oc-:
curred between' Mavromichalis and
Hamilton, who did not agree on how to han-
dle the problems in the Vo-Iech race, Kreider
said. .
Hamilton said the board's problems began
when he first contacted Kreider after his ap-
pointment and discovered that the board had
held a meeting without notifying him.
"I became very upset because 1hadn't been
"invited;' Hamilton said. '
Hamilton said he was also upset about an
administrative hearing Kreider and Fairchild
held to review and decide on the campaign
violations in the Vo-Iech race.
The ASBSU Election Code states that the
Election Board "shall review alI alleged viola-
tions of the Election Code as presented by
the Vice-Chairperson:'
Kreider, Fairchild, poll-worker Glenn Gof-
needed a student on the board in order to run
the election and student member Julie Hoyle
had not made contact with the board since
spring, Kreider said.
Mavromichalis agreed not to resign on the
condition that Fairchild and Kreider would
help him with much of his work, he said.
"Everybody knew that 1wasn't going to do
much:' Mavromichalis said.
Hamilton knew nothing of that agreement
when he was appointed, but later did not
think it was a good idea, he said.
After Hamilton was appointed, "I think
Sergios should have stepped down:' Hamilton
said in an interview last Thursday. He added
that he did not think Mavromichalis should
have been asked to remain in office "when
Consider the Alternatives
'208..336 ..0190
Cosmetology and Manicuring classes.
Holiday discounts for early sign..ups
for Jan. 15th classes. 2..12 month courses
SENIOR
GRADUATE STUDENTS
No niatter what your major, our advanced
computer technology can help you find a
promising career in the Federal Govern-
ment or in private industry.
Ask for our pamphlet at the career
Planning & Placement Office.
4846 EMERALD STREET
BOISE, IDAHO 83705 :;'11'
342 - 5546
i
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Christmas
Bouquet
Specials I
COMPUTERIZED JOB SEARCH
ri
~italand,University Dr.
BAKED GOODS: .Bread, cakes • rolls and cookies,
, featurin~ freshground wheat flour
LUNCHTIME" DELI: Sandwiches and homemade' -
~ " ,Soup,made fresh daily.
STUDENT, SPECIAL: Hot Cinnamon Rolls ~Brownies
Mon thm Fri. Sat9AM .. OPM
he said.
.An ad hoc committee, which is composed
of Jackson, Fairchild, Whittaker, Smith and
Arts and Sciences Sen. Karl Vogt, will recom-
mend spring election dates and changes in the
Election Code to the ASBSU Senate.
Anew Election Board will be appointed
"after. the first of the year,' Carstens said.
Previous members may re-apply, he said.
"I'm completely wide open to anyone ser-
ving on that board:' Jackson said. He will
make the appointments based on Carstens'
recommendations.
fin and the two Vo-Thchcandidates attended
the hearing at which one of ,the candidates,
Joelene Whittaker, was assessed a penalty of
six votes. The summary of the hearing said
that only those people were present because
the one student on the Election Board was
unable to attend the hearing.
Hamilton said he did not know that the
hearing had been held until he read about it
in The University News. He said he felt that
. the hearing was illegal because no voting
member of the board was present.
Vo.:Jech candidate, Dean Smith, made a
complaint to the ASBSU Judiciary about the
hearing.' Smith's complaint was "discrimina-
tion and inappropriate role responsibility by
ASBSU Election Board Advisers Jim Kreider
and Diana Fairchild"
The ,Judiciary decided, bya vote of 4-2,
that Kreider and Fairchild "stepped beyond
the bounds of their authority in conducting
an administrative hearing:' The Judiciary,
however, also said they felt Kreider and Fair-
child "were not acting in a malicious or
discriminatory manner.'
'.'1 don't agree with the Judiciary"
Mavromichalis said. He said he feels that, as
chairman, he had the right to give "full
authority" to Kreider and Fairchild.
Jackson asked for the resignation of all the
board members almost three weeks before
Hamilton and Hoyle were removed,
Hamilton said.
Hamilton said the reason he did not resign
was because he felt that he could work with
the board and that the reasons he was given
for the resignation request were not adequate.
He said he talked to Jackson about remain-
ing on the board.
"I left his office 90 percent sure that he had
changed his mind and that Iwas not being (' .....1........ "': __ ·'"
asked to resign:' Hamilton said. I' ~\:;I\:;,",/lUI I~ 'I
Hamilton decided not to attend BSU next' Office
semester and did not contact the committee, 1. _
aOlSE STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT, PROGRAMS BOARD
Position
Available
Lectures Chairman
_Apply
Personnel
Armadillo Dav Care
9130 Velma
Boise 322·7028
H.P. Area
Creative and divergent thinking
Proper nutritional habits
Balanced lunch' and snacks
Daily exercise-outdoor activities
-an indoor gym
Jane Severance
5 yr. preschool experience
B.A. Elementary Education
4th week of day careFREE _
for tull-time child ..
One coupon per child
coupon good until Jan. 31, 1985
GRANT'S TRUCK & CAR STOP
A complete menu 24hrs.
Try us for an after hour treat
I a. BROADWAY INTERCHANGE
.It's Party Time!"
27th STREET MARKET
.....''''~c~ ..~·,....'"
CHECK US OUT FO"
.KEGS.
WITH THE WO"KS
(ALL D"AHDS A V AILADLE)
AHD ALL OF YOU" OTHE" PA"TY HEEDS
"ESE" V ATIOHS ADVISED
Vacation Care Available
Drop-Ins Welcome
C'est si Bon
Lingerie Shoppe
Be a pussycat '. .
it's p-r-r-fectly , _
wonderful to shop "
at C' est si Bon on "
Saturdays
802 W. Bannock
345~8600
M~F, 10~6
and-Sat, 10~5I, .
Wedd~ngs Begin At
Hours: Mon..Thurs 10..5 Fri-Sat. 10..9
343~3172
Lower .level 8th Street Marke lace
CLASSIFIED
For sale
Pearls, like fun, then let's go diving. It's fun
and it's cheap. Makes nice gifts for
Christmas. Call evenings and weekends, ex-
cept Mondays, 384-1561.
TOP HITS RECORD & CASSETTES. On-
ly $1 each plus postage &handling when you
buy another at regular price - usually $8.9B.
Booklet of 30 coupons only $30 each (over
$200 value). Can be redeemed for records or
cassettes any time. Perfect for gifts. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed. send $30 money order for
each. TAYLOR ENTERPRISES 1446Bilkxi
Dr., Cincinnati, Ohio 45231, Suite B-I2.
Notices
Don't forget L&L Shirt Shop for Idaho
Designs, custom lettering and custom screen
printing. Bring in our ad and receive a 10 per-
cent discountl!
'IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR
$44 through the U.S. Government?? Get the
facts today- Call 1-312-742-1142Ext. 9445-A.
JOBS ARE AVAILABLE for those with up-
to-date office skills. Prepare for work by tak-
ing courses in word processing, Automated
Accounting, Data Base Typing, Shorthand,
Business Machines, etc. Start anytime-Quit
anytime. Pay by the month. Shadow Moun-
tain Business Careers, Boise-342-6662.
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
World-wide opportunities for men and women!
Japan - Europe - Africa - Australia - the South
Pacific - South America - the Far East.
Excellent benefits. Higher salaries and wages! Free
transportation! Generous vacations!
ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Dlreetory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may ~et~rn
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that baSIS I m
enclosing $20.00cash .... check .... or money order.: ..' for .your
D1reetory.
More than 300.000 Americans
- not including members of
the armed services - are
now living overseas. These
people are engaged in nearly
e v e r y p o s s ib l e activi-
. ty ... construction, engineer-
ing, sales, transportation,
secretarial work, accoun-
ting, manufacturing, oil
refining. teaching, nursing,
government. etc.-etc. And
many are earning $2,000 to
$5,000 per month ... or more!
To allow you the op-
portunity to apply for
overseas employment, we
have researched and compil-
ed a new and exciting direc-
tory on overseas employ-
ment. Here is just a sample
of what our International
Employment Directory
covers.
( 1). Our International
Employment Directory lists
dozens of cruise ship com-
panies, both on the east and
west coast. You will be told
what type of positions the
cruise ship companies hire,
such as deck hands,
restaurant help, cooks,
bartenders. just to name a
few. You will also receive
several Employment Ap-
plication Forms that you
may send directly to the
companies you would like to
work for. -
(2). Firms and organiza-
tions employing all types of
personnel in Australia,
NAME
Japan. Africa, The South
Pacific. The Far East. South
America ... nearly every pari
of the free world!
(3/. Companies and
Government a g e n c i e s
employing personnel in near-
ly every occupation. from
the unskilled laborer to the
college trained professional
man or woman.
(4 l. Firms and organiza-
tions engaged in foreign con-
struction projects, m anuf'ac-
turing, mining, oil refining,
engineering, sales- services.
teaching, etc., etc. .
(5). How and where to ap-
ply for overseas Government
jobs.
(6/. Information about
summer jobs.
17). You will receive our
Employment Opportunity
Digest...jam-packed with in-
form ation a bout current job
opportunities. Special sec-
tions features news of
overseas construction pro-
jects, executive positions
and teaching opportunities.
90Day Money
Back Guarantee
Our IntemationalEmploy·
men; Directory is sent to you
with this guarantee. If for
any reason you do not obtain
overseas employment or you
arc not satisfied with the job
offers ... simply return our
Directory within 90 days and
we'll refund your money pro-
mptly ... no questions asked.
ADDRESS APT~ . , ....
CITY STATE .•. __ ._.--
internati~~alEm-ployment Directory 1984
ZIP
LOW DOWN-Sell mobile home in 5-Mile
Franklin area. All electric. 14x70, 2 bedroom,
i bath. Better than renting. Utility shed.
Great Trailer Court. Eves~345-9944,
Days-344-4358.
"EARN EXTRA MONEY:" Home mail-
ing program. Start Immediately. For details,
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
Ida Temple, 5132S. San Gabriel PI. Box 1135,
Pico Rivera, CA 90660,
Computer Games. Rent, buy, sell, and
trade by mail. Rent some 'for the holidays.
Apple, Atari, C-64, IBM. Software Shack,
Box 9090, Casper, Wyoming 82609. (307)
237-7638, eves.
Do you need someone to talk to? Are you
lonely or depressed? Please give us a call.
Reach-out hotline, 376-5000.
Storage for those items you can't live without
but have no place to keep them. Try bur low
cost spaces at Lockaway Storage, 5246
Chinden Blvd, Boise. Call 322-4487.
Marketing Company seeks individuals to
work one or two days per week assisting
.... .. .. ... .. ... ~
". ". ..
".
".
......................
<
Adult ..
Whal Are Mull Cartoons? Cal"foone ..
"Is My Palm ll!ead7" (19l3). "Supermen and
.. ~b~~ciri~~~~~)Rg~42) lk
~;,;;;,;;;:..:;;;,;::;,;,;,~~=====~ ..
.. !9'/S,AVoarOlrnPs, ~:.
~"~dF~ ••
... Part n TOE1CS covered. prtmaI scream ..
....~r~~...~'fNin.;;.o~e...~eJO;.;;r.....~;Jk;.".,...s=..-U"alls11.......C "r.u" . ......-,: •....
".
SUB·
Union Street Cafe
,"Im~n
"'a.und'ledlf*)~.
kwttinG ... b'tN1n1hl untwne
towWICM8'pIIr.d.
""Rudy,
"""-'" Coming.
students in applying for credit cards. Earn
$30 to $60 per day. Call 1-800-932-0528.
The Flicks is now open for Lunch, Happy
Hour, Dinner and Sunday Brunch as well as
the best in foreign, art, and classic films. See
our schedule for movies and LIVE COM-
EDY.: 646 Fulton, 342-4222.
Roomates
.-",
IDAHO Roommate Finders,_2309 Mountain
View Drive, suite D, 1-8 p.rn., mon-sat.,
376-7666.
ROOMMATE WANTED: Female roommate
to share 3 bedroom home wi family room,
fireplace-Z baths, laundry facilities wi single
woman and 4 yr.. old daughter. $200 per
month, utilities paid. 336-9084 after 6 p.rn,
and weekends. Message: 362-5271.East Boise
,area.
MOOSE LODGE
MASSACRE!!!
Friday December 21st
t the Moose Lodge, 60
vista. Four of Boises Finest
Underground Bands.
Come see
STATEOF CONFUSION.
THE.PUGSrLD50( And
THESKULlDIGGERS.
Need a shot in the arm?
$2 entry fee, All Ages.
..
•
Dec. 13 thru Dec. 15
Luis Bunuel's
That Obscure Object of
Desire
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 7:00 .
Sun. 3:00 & 7:00
Carlos Saura 's Flamenco dance version
Carmen
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Sun.
8:45
4:45 & 8:45
Dec" 13& Dec. 14
Live:-:
"The Comedy Rangers"
. During 'Happy Hour 5-6:30
Dec. 17 thru.Dec, 19
Orson Welles'
Citizen' Kane
Mon., Tues. & wea.. 7:00 & 9:00
Dec. 20 thru Dec. 23
Idaho Premiere ..
Les Comperes
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 7:00'& 9:00 •
Sun. .-3:00, 5:00, 7:00 &9:()O ,
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